The competition for baseball playoff spots-the fabled "pennant race"-is one of the most closely-watched American sports traditions. Baseball fans, known for their love of statistics, check newspapers and web sites daily looking for measures of their team's progress (or lack thereof!). While traditionally-reported playoff race statistics such as games back and "magic number" are informative, they are overly conservative and ignore the remaining schedule of games. By using optimization techniques, one can model schedule effects explicitly and determine when a team has locked up a playoff spot or is truly "mathematically eliminated" from contention. This paper describes the Baseball Playoff Races web site, a popular site developed at Berkeley that provides automatic daily updates of new, optimization-based playoff race statistics. During the development of the site, it was found that the first-place elimination status of all teams in a division can be determined using a single linear programming formulation, since there exists a minimum win threshold for teams finishing in first place that applies to all teams in a division. A similar (but weaker) result was identified for the problem of playoff elimination with wildcard teams.
Introduction
Fans of professional sports teams are known for their insatiable desire for information about the performance of their favorite teams. This trait is particularly prevalent among fans of Major League Baseball (MLB) in the United States. Of primary concern for most is their team's prospects for reaching the post-season playoffs; the fabled "pennant race" is one of the most closely-watched American sports traditions. Fans check newspapers and web sites daily for updates on their team's progress (or lack thereof!).
As the season's end nears, teams trailing the current division leader may find themselves mathematically eliminated; such teams have no chance of finishing first in their division, even if they were to win all of their remaining games. The Elias Sports Bureau, the official statistician for MLB, determines whether a particular team is eliminated from first using a simple criterion:
if a team trails the first place team in wins by more games than it has remaining, it is eliminated.
The San Francisco Giants suffered this undesirable fate on September 10, 1996 , as reported by the San Francisco Chronicle [3] ; the Giants had 59 wins with 20 games left to play, while the first-place Padres had already won 80 games. The Giants, however, were actually eliminated three days earlier: the news of their demise was first announced on September 8 on our World Wide Web (WWW) site, partially depicted in Figure 1 below. The optimization community has long known that the Elias criterion is sufficient to eliminate teams from first place, but not necessary (see, e.g. Schwartz [12] ). The problem of course is that the criterion ignores the schedule of remaining games. Continuing the Giants example, Los Angeles and San Diego were scheduled to play each other seven more times after September 8. Since there are no ties in baseball, one of these teams would win at least four of these games and finish with a record of 82-80, or better. Thus, the Giants were eliminated at this point, since they could finish with at most 81 wins. By using simple optimization techniques, schedule effects such as these can be modeled explicitly to determine when teams are truly mathematically eliminated.
First place elimination is not the only interest of fans following the playoff races. Since teams also reach the playoffs by finishing with a wildcard berth, wildcard elimination is also important to track. Additionally, teams not yet eliminated may be perilously close; a measure of closeness to first place or wildcard elimination would be useful for fans. Conversely, fans of teams that are performing well would like to know if their teams has clinched first place or a wildcard berth. A clinch is a guarantee; once a team has clinched first place, for example, it could lose all of its remaining games and still finish in first.
The project described in this paper provides optimization-based playoff race statistics to the general public so that fans can sort out the playoff picture with more precise information. The Berkeley Baseball Playoff Races web site, part of the Remote Interactive Optimization Testbed (RIOT)is up and running during each baseball season at http://riot.ieor.berkeley.edu/~baseball, and provides daily updates of elimination and clinch statistics.
Although baseball fans would naturally find the site informative and entertaining, it was also designed with an educational goal. Sports elimination problems are useful for teaching basic operations research ideas, and are covered in textbooks by Schrage [11] and Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [1] . Robinson [10] argues that many students relate to the problem subject intuitively, and find the results interesting. We agree and furthermore suggest that the Internet is an ideal place to present the problem, and broadcast its results to the public to attract the interest of both students of operations research and those who might otherwise never be exposed to optimization concepts. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes elimination and clinching problems, and introduces the new measures of a baseball team's post-season prospects that are provided on the web site. Section 3 describes the automated procedures developed to generate these statistics each day of the baseball season. Section 4 introduces the mathematics used to calculate the elimination statistics, and describes extensions made to the existing elimination literature to handle several practical considerations, including the previously untreated question of elimination with wildcard teams. Section 5 discusses the mathematics of clinching problems.
Problem description
Realizing that many readers may not be aficionados of America's "national pastime," it is necessary to review the Major League Baseball playoff structure. MLB teams are partitioned into two leagues, the American and National. Each league is further subdivided into three divisions. Four teams make the playoffs from each of the two leagues: the three teams which finish with the best records in their respective divisions, and a fourth team (the wildcard) with the best record among all second place teams in the league. Ties in the final standings for a playoff spot are settled by special one-game playoffs. Each league then conducts a tournament with its four invited playoff teams to determine its "pennant winner." Finally, the American and National League pennant winners play in the World Series for the MLB championship.
Consider now a particular team, say the Boston Red Sox, at some point during the regular season. Given the Red Sox current win-loss record, and the remaining schedule of games for all teams, are they eliminated from finishing in a playoff position, and if not, how close are they to elimination? If the Red Sox have not been eliminated, have they clinched a playoff spot? And if they have not clinched, how close are they to clinching?
Elimination Questions
As noted in the introduction, the official MLB method for determining first place elimination for a division is somewhat naive and often teams may be eliminated earlier. In the Giants example, proving elimination was simple, but often this determination can be much more difficult. A more difficult elimination example is presented in Figure 2 . Although it is not apparent from the standings, it is possible to show that Detroit has been eliminated by using the information in Figure 3 . An inspired reader should try the proof as an exercise; details are given in the Appendix A. Much research has addressed the problem of first place elimination. Schwartz [12] showed that a maximum flow calculation on a small network can determine precisely when a team has been necessarily eliminated from first place. Robinson [10] shows that such an optimization approach would have eliminated teams an average of three days earlier than the wins-based criterion during the 1987 season.
Hoffman and Rivlin [6] extends the work in [12] , developing necessary and sufficient conditions for eliminating a team from k th place. McCormick [7, 8] in turn shows that determining elimination from k th is N P-complete. Gusfield, Martel and Fernandez-Baca [5] shows that determining when a team is eliminated from first place can be solved as a maximum flow problem on a bipartite network. Gusfield and Martel [4] shows that the minimum number of games a given team must win in order to avoid elimination from first place can be found by solving a parametric maximum flow problem. By extending a result of Gallo, Grigoriadis and Tarjan [2] and using a binary search procedure, this paper proves a running time of O(n 3 + n 2 log(nD)), Additionally, existing models determine elimination status for a single team only; importantly, it is shown here that first place elimination information for all teams in a division can be determined by solving a single linear programming formulation of a size similar to that of earlier single-team models. Lastly, the playoff elimination problem with wildcard teams has not been previously discussed; playoff elimination statistics for all teams in a division can be generated by solving at most two small mixed-integer programs.
Clinch Questions
Fans of the top teams want to know when their team has clinched first place in its division or a wildcard playoff spot. Currently, the media use magic numbers to determine first-place clinches.
Assume that the teams in a division are ranked in order of increasing losses, and suppose the first-place team has l 1 losses and g 1 games remaining, and the second-place team has l 2 losses.
The magic number, µ, is given by g 1 − (l 2 − l 1 ). Any combination of wins by the first-place team and losses by the second-place team totaling µ guarantees the first-place team at least a tie for the top spot in the division. When the first-place team's magic number drops to zero, the team has clinched first.
Unlike the case with elimination, the schedule of remaining games has little effect (mathematically) on a team's ability to clinch first place. However, although magic numbers give necessary and sufficient conditions for clinching, they do not specify the minimum number of future wins necessary by a team to clinch first place independent of other teams' performance, and they are typically reported only for teams in first place. To address these drawbacks, let the first-place clinch number for each team be the minimum number of games which, if won, guarantee that the team finishes in at least a tie for first place. Section 5 describes a method to calculate these numbers. Finally, let the playoff clinch number for each team be defined as the minimum number of games which, if won, guarantees that team a playoff position, either as the division winner or as the wildcard team. These statistics are calculated using integer programming, as described in Section 5.
The baseball playoff races web site
The The content of the Baseball Playoff Races web site is automatically generated each night of the baseball season. Once the optimization models needed to calculate the new playoff statistics described in the previous section were developed, an automated software system was designed and implemented that uses the models to produce daily updates of the measures. The system runs in the early morning hours, creating and posting on the web an updated standings report with the elimination and clinch numbers for each team alongside information traditionally included in newspaper sports sections such as wins, losses, and games back.
The software system works as follows. Since the calculations require the current win-loss records of each team, and the remaining number of games between teams, the system includes a simple database that is updated using the results of the previous day's games. A free internet news service called Infobeat (www.infobeat.com) automatically sends the system an e-mail each night containing the final scores of all MLB games. The first component of the system initiates the update process by automatically reading and processing this e-mail, updating the team win-loss records and games remaining in the database. Next, a program uses the database to generate the mathematical programs described in Sections 4 and 5, which are then solved with the CPLEX optimization package (www.cplex.com). Finally, the optimization results are used to determine each team's current elimination and clinching numbers, and updated standings pages are generated in the hypertext markup language (HTML) format used by WWW browser programs (e.g. Netscape Communicator and Microsoft Internet Explorer). Occasionally, the daily e-mail arrives later than expected and the update process must be initiated manually.
Aside from that, however, the process described above requires very little human intervention.
The software is implemented on a Sun Microsystems SPARCstation 20 and typically takes about ten minutes to complete its various tasks.
The bulk of the update software is written in the Perl programming language. Perl is specifically designed for writing Unix script programs and it is particularly well-suited for string manipulation. The update procedure requires parsing text files, such as the nightly email baseball scores and CPLEX output, to extract the relevant information which is then combined with text and graphical images to produce the baseball standings web pages. These type of operations are much easier to code in Perl than languages like C or C++.
Work began on the site in the middle of the 1996 season and one of the more challenging parts of the project turned out to be determining the number of games remaining between each pair of teams. Although there is a wealth of MLB data available on the web, it was difficult to find the necessary information in a readily-usable format. For our purposes, we would have liked to find a table or matrix giving the number of games left between pairs of teams. The most common format for this type of information, however, is an actual schedule of games which lists the games to be played for each day of the season. In order to find out how many games were left between say the Boston Red Sox and New York Yankees, it was necessary to read through the list and count the number of times Boston was to play New York. Although this task was fairly easy to automate, discrepancies and inaccuracies in the schedules posted on the web made this a difficult chore; often, different web sites handled canceled and suspended games in different ways, further complicating the process. Eventually, however, an accurate schedule of remaining games was produced. For the 1997-1999 seasons, the schedule generation task was much simpler since all of our software was ready at the start of the season.
Two new teams, the Arizona Diamondbacks and Tampa Bay Devil Rays, joined Major
League Baseball in 1998. To accommodate these teams, the Milwaukee Brewers switched from the American to the National League and the Detroit Tigers moved from the American League
East to the American League Central Division. While our system was easily adapted to these changes, more significant changes may be necessary if MLB expands in the future. One possibility is that two additional teams will join MLB in the next two years and there will be a "realignment" of the teams into two leagues with two eight-team divisions. If this happens it is likely that a second wild card team from each league will be added to the playoffs and new mathematical programming formulations for the wildcard elimination and clinch numbers will be needed.
Since the RIOT Baseball Playoff Races site went online during the 1996 season, it has been popular with web surfers. After the site was listed in several internet directories, baseball fans were immediately attracted to the pages. During September, when the pennant race is most heated, the pages attract 100-200 hits each day. As further testament to the popularity of the pages, the site was featured recently on the public radio program Beyond Computers.
Mathematics of playoff elimination
In this section, the mathematical models developed for determining the elimination numbers defined earlier are described.
Preliminaries
Let L be the set of teams in a league (e.g. the American League) and suppose L is partitioned into a number of divisions. Let D k be the set of teams in division k (e.g. k could be the
For each team i in each division k, let w i be its number of current wins, g ij the number of games remaining against team j (note that g ii = 0), and t i the number of games remaining against non-division opponents (i.e. t i = j=L\D k g ij ).
Finally, let W i be the total number of wins attained by team i by season's end in some scenario.
The models that follow assume that each team must play out its entire schedule of games (consistent with MLB rules) and that each game has a winner. Additionally, it is assumed that finishing in a tie in the final standings with another team(s) is sufficient to secure a playoff spot;
MLB typically resolves such ties with special one-game playoffs.
First place elimination
Consider 
Constraints (1) ensure that the allocation of wins accounts for all of the remaining games between each pair of teams in the division. Constraints (2), in conjunction with the objective function, force v k to be the minimum number of wins attained by the division winner at the 1 This would require minor modifications to the models to account for non-division games end of the season. Note that games played against teams outside the division are ignored; the threshold is minimized, only scenarios in which all teams in division k lose all remaining games against non-division opponents need to be considered.
Suppose now that the optimal objective value of (P1) isv k . We claim thatv k is the first place elimination threshold for division k. First, it is clear from the formulation that in the optimal solution at least one team will win exactlyv k games. Thus, no team winning fewer thanv k games can finish atop the division. To complete the proof, it is shown that any team ∈ D k that can attain at leastv k wins by season-end (i.e. w + t + j∈D k g j ≥v k ) can win the division with exactlyv k wins. By manipulating the optimal allocation of future wins,x, in the solution to (P1), a scenario can always be constructed in which team finishes withv k wins, while its division foes finish with at mostv k wins.
The trivial case is when team is such that w + j∈D kx j =v k ; the optimal solution to (P1) is a division-winning end-of-season scenario for , with all teams losing all non-division games. Now consider teams that do not attainv k wins in the solution to (P1). If t ≥v k − w , a division-winning scenario for can be constructed without modifyingx. To do so, increase the number of non-division games won by tov k − (w + j∈D kx j ) ≤ t while still assuming that all other teams lose all non-division games. This division-winning scenario for is:
Alternatively, if t <v k − w , we need to modifyx. Letx represent the modified win allocation. For to winv k games, we must increase the number of games wins against division opponents tov k − (w + t ), assuming that wins all t remaining non-division games.
To do so, initially letx =x. Next, pick some opponent 
Team wins the division withv k wins in this scenario, sincev k ≥ w i + j∈D kx ij ≥ w i + 
Solving first place elimination via linear programming
The integer formulation (P1) can be simplified to determinev k using linear programming.
Consider the constraint coefficient matrix of (P1), which we denote A. Ignoring the column corresponding to variable v k , it is easy to see that the remaining submatrix, A is totally unimodular, since A represents the node-edge incidence matrix of an undirected bipartite graph (see, e.g., Nemhauser and Wolsey [9] ). Since the right-hand side of the constraint system is integer, the total unimodularity of A guarantees that for every fixed integer v k (includingv k ), a corresponding integer basic solution x exists if the system is feasible. Thus, constraints (5) in (P1) can be ignored without affecting the optimal objective,v k . The resulting formulation contains only one integer variable, v k , and the optimal objective function value can be determined by solving the linear relaxation obtained by ignoring constraint (4) , and then rounding the resulting solutionv k up to the nearest integer. Thereforev k = v k .
Using the described models, the RIOT baseball playoff races web site determines the first place elimination thresholds for all divisions of MLB by solving six linear programs. First place elimination numbers are then determined for each team using the correct division threshold, and if a team has fewer games remaining than its elimination number, it is eliminated.
Playoff elimination
Elimination from the playoffs only occurs when a team has no chance of either (1) finishing in first place in its division, or (2) finishing with the best record among all second place teams in its league (thus earning the wildcard berth). Note that a scenario can arise where a team is eliminated from the wildcard, but not eliminated from first place in its division. This may happen, for example, if the teams with the two best records in a league play in the same division. In this case, a team from a weaker division may be able to reach the playoffs only by finishing first in its division. Define the playoff elimination problem (PEP) as follows: given the current win-loss records of each team and the remaining schedule of games, determine the playoff elimination number for each team, as previously defined.
The PEP is inherently more difficult than than the FEP. For each team, the problem to be solved is similar to the problem of elimination from k th place in a division, which McCormick [7] showed to be NP-complete. From a practical standpoint, playoff elimination formulations must also be slightly larger than first place elimination models, since the remaining games between all teams in a league must be considered. It is a straightforward task to formulate an integer program to determine a single team's playoff elimination number; solving an appropriate instance for each team would solve PEP. In the spirit of the previous section, however, we attempt to avoid solving a separate instance for each team unnecessarily.
We now present two models that determine a wildcard elimination threshold for the league L. Similar to the first place elimination threshold, the wildcard threshold is the minimum number of wins necessary for a team finishing in the wildcard spot at the end of the season.
Consider the following formulation:
where M is a large integer (specifically, e.g., greater than the number of games in a season, 162) and for illustrative purposes, we assume that league L has three divisions. This minimax model attempts to allocate future wins among all teams in L such that u is at least as large as the number of wins attained by all teams except possibly one team from each of the three divisions; thus, the optimal objectiveū is the minimum number of wins necessary to be the wildcard team.
In the optimal solution to (P2), let F be the exception teams that finish with more thanū wins. Note that the formulation guarantees that there can be at most one exception team f k from each division D k . We now show that teams in L \ F that can attainū wins by season's end can always finish with a playoff position, as either a division winner or the wildcard team.
Again, we employ a scenario construction technique for the proof given the optimal win partition from (P2),x.
Consider team ∈ L \ F , where w + j∈L g j ≥ū. Since can attain at leastū wins, it is always possible to construct ax in which w + j∈Lx j =ū by a process similar to the one described in the previous section. Again, we initializex =x and then increasex j (up to g j ) for some opponents j and correspondingly decreasex j until team has exactlyū wins, i.e.
w + j∈Lx j =ū. The resulting end-of-season win scenario is:
Team makes the playoffs in this scenario withū wins, sinceū
for all i ∈ L \ F , where the first inequality holds from the formulation and the second from the construction ofx. Thus, necessarily finishes with at least as many wins as all teams except possibly the division leaders. Note that team may actually win its division in this new scenario, since the wins of the division leader given byx may be decreased to u or fewer wins during the construction ofx.
The exception teams F may not be able to finish in a playoff spot by winning onlyū games.
In the optimal solution to (P2), it is likely that w f + j∈Lx fj >ū for f ∈ F ; therefore, we would need to decrease f 's win total to find a scenario where f makes the playoffs withū wins. Decreasing the wins of team f requires increasing other teams' wins, which may create a scenario in which f does not make the playoffs. Thus, there may be no scenario in which f makes the playoffs withū wins. Therefore, we propose solving an additional formulation for each exception team. This model, denoted (P2f k ) is identical to (P2), with the additional constraint:
Suppose the optimal objective functions to these problems areū k , f k ∈ F . We can now determine playoff elimination numbers for each team.
team is not eliminated from the playoffs if it is not eliminated from first place, the elimination number is the minimum of the first place elimination threshold and the wildcard elimination threshold minus the team's current win total. Again, if the playoff elimination number for a team is greater than its number of remaining games, it is eliminated from the playoffs.
By an argument similar to that made in the previous section, constraint (5) 
Clinching problems
Finally, we briefly address the problem of clinching playoff berths, and confirm that determining the first place clinch statistic is an easy problem, but calculating the playoff clinch number is more difficult.
First place clinch
First, consider the problem of determining a team's first place clinch number on a given day during the season. For a team i ∈ N k to clinch first, it must win enough remaining games to guarantee that it finishes with a record at least as good as all other teams in its division.
However, nothing prevents any other team from winning all of its remaining games except perhaps games against team i. Thus, first place clinch numbers can be calculated easily without using optimization, as we now describe.
To calculate the clinch number for team i, we first calculate a statistic θ ij for each opponent j ∈ N k , where θ ij is the smallest number of additional wins by team i that guarantees a tie with team j at season-end. Let
is no way for i to guarantee a tie since j can win more games against teams other than i than i can win in total; in this case, θ ij = ∞. If w i +g i ≥ w j +g j −g ji , then:
To see why this is true, let f i be the number of future games won by team i. To guarantee a tie with j, it is clearly sufficient for i to win f i = w j + g j − w i future games. However, since i may have future games with j (g ij ), i may need to win fewer games. To model the worst case for team i, if f i ≤ g i − g ij , these future wins must come against teams other than j. However,
wins must come against j, resulting in a loss for j. Thus, each win beyond g i − g ij effectively counts as two wins, thus justifying the expression. Given θ ij for each opponent j ∈ N k , the first place clinch number for team i is simply max j∈N k \{i} θ ij .
Playoff clinch
Determining the number of future wins needed to clinch a playoff spot is more complicated.
We model this problem with a mathematical programming formulation for each team similar to the playoff elimination models (P2p k ) presented in Section 4. However, the formulation is "reversed": instead of determining the minimum number of games the team must win to finish in a playoff position, we determine the maximum number of games the team can win without finishing in a playoff position. To do so, we constrain the assignment of wins such that the team of concern finishes with fewer wins than the first place team in its division, and such that at least one division contains two teams with better records. Details of the formulation are presented in Appendix B. Once we have determined the maximum number of games a team can win and still not finish in a playoff position, we add one to determine the playoff clinch number.
Conclusions
The baseball playoff races web site broadcasts improved, optimization-based statistics to fans daily, providing information more precise than that found elsewhere. Using the Internet as a public forum, we are able to disseminate the improved information without relying on traditional media to "accept" the ideas and modify the information they normally provide to fans.
Furthermore, the site provides detailed information about how the calculations are performed, including an on-line copy of this paper for interested individuals. In this way, the pages fulfill one of the goals of the RIOT web site: to educate members of the on-line community about various optimization techniques through the use of interesting "real-world" problems.
The Internet can be thought of as a large, distributed, public-use database. Optimization models can be used to "add value" to data: by converting unwieldy amounts of data into a usable form, such as an optimal decision or an interesting statistic, the value of the data is increased. Since more and more data is becoming available on-line, the potential for more meaningful "value-adding" activity only increases. On the RIOT site, we have begun to explore this avenue further with the development of an on-line investment portfolio design system. Using a database that automatically tracks the daily closing prices of nearly one hundred stocks, the system allows users to solve the Markowitz portfolio optimization model. Both the baseball and portfolio systems should give researchers and practitioners both a glimpse at the type of opportunities that exist to use operations research to add value to on-line data.
Appendices

A Proving Detroit's elimination
It is not apparent from the standings in Figure 2 that Detroit has been eliminated. Given the schedule of remaining games for teams in the AL East (see Figure 3) , however, it is impossible to construct a scenario where the Tigers win the division. The proof follows. to teams other than New York and Boston. In particular, this means that Baltimore must lose its 7 remaining games with Toronto. The Blue Jays also have 7 games left with the Yankees and we have already seen that for Detroit to finish in first place, Toronto must will all of these games. But if that happens, the Blue Jays will win at least 14 more games giving them a final record of 77 and 85 or better which means they will finish ahead of the Tigers. Therefore, Detroit is mathematically eliminated.
B Playoff clinch formulation
To determine the playoff clinch numbers, we solve an integer formulation for each team. The formulation maximizes the wins for a particular team such that they do not make the playoffs.
Adding one to the optimal objective value clearly gives the minimum number of wins that will guarantee the team a playoff position.
Consider the following clinch formulation for some team a in division N 1 . Using the notation from Section 4.4, (P4) Playoff Clinch Formulation max v a subject to (1)
Constraints (2) force team a to finish with fewer wins than all teams with α k i = 0. Constraints (4) and (5) ensure that each division has at least one team with α k i = 0, and at least one division with at least two teams with the property. Therefore, v a is the maximum number of wins that team a can attain without finishing in a playoff position. The playoff clinch number for a is then simply v a + 1.
